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Preface for 2012 Edition
Last New Year's Eve I was at a party with some old University
friends. I stood in the corner talking to Kate while the greatest hits of
the 80s played on MTV.
“How’s work?” she asked. I told her about my latest novel and how
my business, The Creative Penn, was going.
"Wow," she said. "You sound so enthusiastic and happy. Your face is
just shining."
It was at that point I realized I had finally made the life change I had
been working towards for the past four years. Because every other
New Year's Eve for the 13 years of my corporate consulting job, I had
always changed the subject whenever anyone asked this question. I
had never wanted to talk about work because what I did every day
wasn't my passion. But this year was different.
I originally wrote this book in 2008 when I was trapped in a
corporate job that I hated and couldn’t see a way out. I knew that I
had to get out somehow and so I wrote this self-help book to try and
help myself. I thought that studying how I could improve my situation
might also help others, so I put the information into this little book.
At the time, I had no idea how following my own advice might
actually change things but it’s now May 2012 and I’m a full-time
author-entrepreneur.
I have published two novels that have sold over 35,000 copies.
Pentecost and Prophecy combine my passions for psychology,
religion, art history and kick-ass action-adventure novels, and I’m
working on more to come. I run my own business, The Creative Penn,
which helps people to write, publish and market their own books.
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I’m an international speaker, running workshops to help other
people fulfill their dreams. I sell online multi-media courses which
provide the backbone for my online business. TheCreativePenn.com
has also been voted one of the Top 10 Blogs for Writers two years
running.
I truly didn’t imagine that my life could change like this, which
is why I’m rebooting this little book in 2012.
After I wrote the first version, I followed the steps I had outlined
and changed my own life. Perhaps it will also help you to change your
life and find the work that is most meaningful for you.
I want you to see that change is possible but that the incremental
steps are often tiny. You may not realize how far you can get if you
just look at what you achieve in a week or a month. But each step
changes something in you. Over years, great things can happen and
your life can totally change. Mine has.

I hope you find the book useful, and you can always contact me
with any questions:
Joanna@TheCreativePenn.com
Joanna Penn, June 2012.
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Chapter 8. Being Creative
Many jobs are not inherently creative and are not even meant to be.
Learning to be successful at work often means we spend years forcing
ourselves into rigid environments. We then lack the energy for
creativity out of work. But the lack of creative expression and the
dulling of the creative self can be part of why people do not enjoy
their work and their life more.
Creativity is an important part of being human.
It’s not about being a great painter or musician. There are so many
aspects to creativity and it can be a doorway to learning new things
about yourself. Even if you don’t want to change your job to a
creative one, you can do things in your spare time that will inspire
you.
Many people in offices work with computers that don’t allow creative
expression. Rules and codes, methodologies, efficiency and repetition
are the necessary hallmarks of the office job. Most workers in
business use word processors and spreadsheets, accounting packages,
inventory systems and point-of-sale systems. Many spend hours each
week frustrated at the difficulty in using these programs and don’t
find the computer a creative tool. Office workers are schooled in
business writing, in standard fonts, in corporate marketing brands
with no variation from these themes, no way to express individuality
other than to use different clip art in the next PowerPoint presentation.
But interestingly, the changing way we work is also changing the
importance of creativity in the workplace.
Knowledge workers are now more often prized for unique ways of
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looking at problems, finding creative solutions to business issues and
seeing patterns in data. These are the attributes of a mind that is more
creative than linear. In some circles, the MFA (Master of Fine Arts) is
now considered more important than the ubiquitous MBA. However,
this may be true among more enlightened companies, but for many,
this knowledge hasn’t filtered down to the day-to-day working life of
most corporates.
Humans are innately creative, and repressing this instinct can be
self-destructive.
Everyone had creativity in abundance during childhood when there
was little concern with what others thought. As children grow up they
are taught to be scared of looking stupid, of what others might say,
and how not to stand out from the crowd. Some people think they will
get creative again in their retirement, but why wait that long for the
joy that creativity can bring you now?
I spent years in an academic and then corporate environment,
squashing my creativity into a little box, scared to express it for
fear of ridicule and judgment. I didn’t think it had any place in my
very serious life of advancement and achievement. I came to a point
where I just didn’t believe I had any creativity in me at all. That was
for other people, not me. And I think that’s when I truly felt I hit rock
bottom. If all I was involved in was regurgitating other people’s work
or writing meaningless corporate documents, then what was the
point?
So back in 2007, I started to read self-help books and discovered
affirmations. You create a statement that encapsulates what you want
to be and then repeat it to yourself. It’s a way to change a mindset that
then allows you to take steps towards achieving a specific goal. My
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affirmation was “I am creative, I am an author.” I felt neither of those
things and I couldn’t say it out loud for a while, but I kept repeating it
and eventually started saying it out loud. Telling myself “I am
creative” somehow released a block in me and enabled me to start
creating and exploring.
Fast forward to 2012 and I am creative, I am an author and my
business is called The Creative Penn. You can read more about this in
my bonus article, From Affirmation to Reality, included at the back of
the book.

Finding ways to express yourself inside or outside of work brings
greater joy to what you do, because you are enjoying yourself more.
You can be creative with basic materials and little money. You don’t
even have to create things yourself, you can go and look at the results
of other people’s creativity and at least find some escape there.
Go find some inspiration
Many people think they aren’t creative but often the reason is because
their creative well is dry.
You need to fill yourself up with ideas in order to be creative.
If there is nothing left inside because you have used it all to survive at
work, then don’t be surprised if you find it hard to be creative. You
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need to go and have a look at what is inspirational in the world.
Looking at other people’s creations may spark new ideas and refresh
your mind. This might be an art exhibition, listening to music, seeing
an independent film, going to a garden center, anything to stimulate
the mind and creative soul. Even simple things can start the process.
When I used to feel crazy at work, I would go to bookshops at
lunchtime and browse travel picture books for escapism.
One way to jump start your creativity is to visit a modern art gallery.
It might be a lottery in terms of what exhibition is on, but the point is
to get out of your mental comfort zone, so go anyway.
Find a modern art gallery near you and make a date to go there.
Write down what you experience there.
Make up your own mind about what the artwork means. The glorious
thing is that it is not usually obvious, or even necessary, to explain
what the exhibits mean. Modern art can be confrontational as some
pieces will make you uncomfortable, challenge you and make you
think. These feelings could be channeled to form the foundation of a
new creation of your own. I have found some pieces stick in my mind
for years and provide ongoing inspiration for warped creativity. Look
at Patricia Piccinini or Ron Mueck’s sculptures and you’ll know what
I mean.
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Find ways to surprise yourself with new and interesting knowledge
or gorgeous pictures that lift you out of your present state. If you have
an iPad, try the Flipboard app and check out some of the photography
feeds or look online at Flickr.com for interesting new shots.
In the more physical world, old magazines are excellent for
inspiration and can be bought very cheaply at charity shops. The
pictures and articles are a rich source of information about the world
and you can find things you didn’t know about that may stimulate you
in your own creativity. Patterns, colors, pictures of other places can be
your inspiration for new goals and plans.
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I love pictures of colorful clothes that would not fit in our Western
offices – the indigo blue of the Moroccan Tuareg, the bright oranges
of Hindu India, a clash of colors and patterns not favored in Western
fashion but which can be inspirational for other designs.
What has inspired you to be creative in the past? Where can
you find ideas for inspiration now? Make a date to go to an art gallery
or research somewhere you can find inspiration.
Express yourself
Everyone is different and so we will all find our own way of
investigating and expressing creativity. Here are some areas for
exploration:
* Photography
* Collage
*Knitting/sewing
* Cooking
* Music
* Writing, poetry
* Making clothes
* Pottery
*Sculpture
* Martial arts
* Dance
* Acting
* Singing
* Body painting
* <insert your own idea here>
Go to any community college, and look at the evening classes to find
something that interests you. Check out your local papers for local
classes/clubs. Everyone has an idea of something they want to try, so
rediscover that deep down desire, or revisit that childhood fascination.
If you don’t think you have any talent, or that you can’t do it well,
it doesn’t matter!
Try anyway.
It is the attempt that frees fear and you may be surprised at what you
discover. A friend of mine went along to a pottery class because she
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needed something creative in her life. She found a real love for it,
eventually joining a more advanced class and now runs the local
group. I have one of her pieces on my bookshelf and it’s a fantastic
reminder of a new start.
Take pleasure in creativity for its own sake, and as a balance for
your uninspiring day job. No one need ever see your glorious
colorful paintings, or your sketches, or your poetry. Be spontaneous
and put color on the canvas or words on the page. See what it looks
like, or what it says. If you let your mind run free, you may be
surprised at what appears. Be adventurous with your creativity. This
is not a high risk or high expense activity. It is cheap therapy!
You also never know where it might end up.
In November 2009, I joined National Novel Writing Month
(NaNoWriMo.org) to experiment with writing fiction. The aim was to
write 50,000 words in the month of first draft material and see what
happened. I managed 20,000 words and sparked the idea for my first
novel, Pentecost. A year later, it was published on Amazon and has
currently sold more than 35,000 copies. It became the basis of my
ARKANE series of action-adventure thrillers and sparked a desire to
write fiction as part of my creative career.
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Creativity is also meant to be fun.
I am definitely guilty of taking life too seriously and thinking that
everything has to have a reason for doing it. I absolutely believe in
creating things for sharing with others, but there’s also the joy of
creativity in and of itself. No pressure, just joy, and perhaps a little
pride at what you have accomplished.

What do you do now that is creative? What did you love doing
when you were a child? What would you like to do in the future for
creative expression?
So, how do you apply creativity at work?
Any experience of creativity outside of work will affect your working
life, even if it is just making you happier and more fulfilled because
you are expanding yourself in a different way. Talking
enthusiastically about your new passion for a creative project can lift
your own day and make other people smile. They will look at you in
surprise and recognize happiness.
Some companies work at fostering creativity in the workplace in
order to create new products and gain a competitive advantage.
Google have a fantastic work practice of 20% time, where employees
are allowed to work one day a week on projects they are passionate
about, but that don’t necessarily get developed into anything
commercial. This empowers employees to express themselves, spend
time away from their core projects and come up with creative and
breakthrough ideas. This approach has led Google to such innovations
as the searchable News site and Google Alerts.
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Creativity is found in working environments where it is stimulated
and encouraged. Rigid working situations are not conducive to
creativity and it is realistic to say that many organizations do not even
want creativity from their employees. Most are just focused on getting
the job done within a tight time frame. If your company is one of
these, then accept this and nurture your creative self outside of work.
Time also flies past and what do you have to show for your time at
work?
Often, very little but the satisfaction of earning your living. On the
other hand, creative projects and the feelings they create endure.
The exhaustion of repetitive work can kill creativity and passion if
you don’t spend time developing and nurturing your spark. So
incorporate some creativity into your daily life, and it will become
something that recharges your batteries for life.

How are you going to incorporate creativity into your life?
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About Joanna Penn
Joanna Penn worked for 13 years as an international business
consultant but is now a full-time author-entrepreneur. She is the
author of Pentecost and Prophecy, in the ARKANE series of actionadventure thrillers, as well as non-fiction books.
Joanna has a Master’s degree in Theology from the University
of Oxford, Mansfield College and a Graduate Diploma in Psychology
from the University of Auckland, New Zealand. She lives in London,
England, but spent 11 years in Australia and New Zealand.
Joanna is a PADI Divemaster and enjoys traveling as often as
possible. She is obsessed with religion and psychology and loves to
read, drink pinot noir and soak up European culture through art,
architecture and food.
Joanna’s business and blog http://www.TheCreativePenn.com help
people write, publish and market their books through articles, audio,
video and online products as well as live workshops.
Joanna is available internationally for speaking events aimed at
writers, authors and entrepreneurs/small businesses.
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/speaking/
Connect with Joanna online:
(e) joanna@TheCreativePenn.com
(t) http://twitter.com/thecreativepenn
(f) http://www.facebook.com/TheCreativePenn
Google Plus: http://gplus.to/JoannaPenn
Joanna’s fiction writing site - Ancient Mystery, Modern Thrill:
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